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Nowadays, Public-Private Partnership (PPP) is a new investment method which is dynamically 

being implemented in Vietnam. Previous studies have mostly touched upon each individual issue related 

to PPP project management, whereas there was no previously study with approach based on the overall 

model of sustaintial connections between management activities of entities and the management contents, 

project unique characteristics and pillar contents affecting the project effectiveness. 

The first new point is the thesis has improved and clarified the theoretical basis, systematized 

related legal documents, applied the management experience of countries with similar conditions to Viet 

Nam to the management of investment projects in urban development by PPP method (especially in urban 

techical infrastructure sector) of the main entities associated with the pillar contents, main factors affecting 

the effectiveness of the entire project management process from preparation, implementation, handover and 

operation to the ensure project performance could be practically achieved in a sustainable manner. 

The thesis clarified the role, management contents and main factors affecting the management 

activities of entities in the public sector (at central and local level), private investors, project companies to 

ensure the effectiveness of the PPP projects in Viet Nam urban development; avoid the vague 

understanding of PPP management activities as before.  

The second new point is the thesis idetified the core issues that need to be addressed in the 

management process to ensure the effectiveness of investment projects in Viet Nam urban developement 

by PPP method based on the improved theoretical basis to assess the status quo through secondary data 

analysis, verify by interview experts with insight knowledge on management activities, survey by 

questionnaire at related organizations and enterprises, review and compare with specific investment 

projects in urban development by PPP method and applied the management experience of countries with 

similar conditions to Viet Nam. 

The thesis formulated survey forms with the main management pillar contents, the core factors 

affecting the project effectiveness, the evaluation criteria of management activities associated with the 

key management entities of investment projects in urban development by PPP method in Viet Nam.   

The third new point is the thesis proposed a scientific, practical and highly feasible solutions 

system that could be applied and implemented in practice to effectively manage investment projects in 

urban development by PPP method in Viet Nam. 

The proposed thesis solutions focused on each major management entity and the relationship 

between these entities, linked the main contents in each stage with the whole project management 

process, (the solution is designed to clearly indicate the contents of the solution, conditions for 

implemention, implementation method, and the achieved performance should the solution be 

appropriatetly implemented. 

The fourth new point is the thesis proposed to develop and provided guidances on the use of a 

logical framework on the main contents, impact factors, criteria for evaluation of management 

performance for the entire preparation, implementation, handover and operation process of investment 

projects in urban development by PPP method in Viet Nam, enable each entity to understand the core 

issues in order to shorten the implementation time and improve the management efficiency in practice. 
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